Patient Instructions
Name of Patient: Alice Jenkins
age 30

Description of the patient & instructions to simulator:
You have had a tender warty lesion below your lip for about 4 weeks. If asked for any
other matters to be raised you mention a lesion on your right arm which has come off
once before but has come back again.
PSO
No family history of skin cancer. Your skin is not prone to burning. “I mean I go abroad
every year and I put my sunscreen on and don’t burn.”
You are a smoker
If asked about quitting: “Well I’ve tried to be honest about three times, and the last attempt I
stopped for six months……erm, but I went away on holiday and I started again.
I think it was just because I was sitting outside on holiday relaxed and…and been having a
glass of wine.
Drinking is not an issue.
If asked for more detail of why you stoped smoking before: “Erm, I was sick of it…..
Because I got a grand daughter, you know she’s three.
Not because I thought I was going to die, I just wanted to take her for a walk up Penshaw hill
without sort of gasping for breath when you got there.

First line and history
This doctor. That appeared, it’s sore like a spot…
…but I’ve used everything you would use for a spot and I’ve had it for about four weeks.
And it’s, well I changed my face cream and like, a tiny milk spot appeared.
And I just kept sort of bathing it and I don’t know if it’s a wart or what.
I think it’s getting bigger.
I mean it’s not on my lip it’s just down from it.
Ideas – I don’t know if it’s a wart or what.
Yep. But I didn’t think warts were sore.
Concerns – No that’s it.
If asked again: Well I’m just worried incase it’s skin cancer.

Expectations – To rule out skin cancer and possibly to have the wart taken oﬀ.

